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ATLANTA -- So, it’s a wrap for the 2010-11 Hawks. But here’s what we can say about Atlanta after two rounds of the playoffs: There’s a future 
here.  
 
That’s more than we could have said for the Hawks a month ago and abundantly more than we can say for the local hockey team that’s owned, 
for the moment, by the same group of investors.  
 
None of this was apparent when the postseason began. Atlanta won 44 games in the regular season, down nine from 2009-10, and even that 
overstated its quality -- the Hawks finished the regular season with more points allowed than points scored. Rookie head coach Larry Drew 
looked overmatched, second-year guard Jeff Teague looked like a marginal player, and the mix of other players looked uninspiring at its best and 
toxic at its worst.  
 
Those conclusions are radically different after a solid run into Game 6 of the second round of the postseason -- which, believe it or not, represents 
Atlanta’s deepest playoff incursion since lasting six games into the second round in 1994. Thus, the Hawks enter the offseason on something of a 
high note ... even after closing out with a moribund 93-73 defeat by a plainly superior Bulls team.  
 
Heck, even the hockey news might be good news for the Hawks. Sure, it’s not exactly positive for a city’s sports reputation when its history 
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entails losing franchises to both Alberta and Manitoba, but the financial constraints that have limited some of the Hawks’ dealings in recent years 
could perhaps ease a bit if they can (A) unload the money pit called the Thrashers and (B) eliminate some of the competition for Hawks seats. 
(For the record, an owner I spoke with had nothing to add beyond “we’re looking for solutions” when asked about the rumored move of the 
NHL’s Thrashers to Winnipeg.)  
 
That’s perhaps a glass-overflowing look at things, but it’s difficult not to walk away from this spring with a more optimistic view.  
 
For that, we can give big dollops of credit to the growth of both Teague and Drew. Teague hardly played during the regular season, and for the 
most part, this was on merit -- although Drew had a short leash with him, he did little to earn a longer one. And although his numbers were 
halfway decent, most his best performances in the regular season came in garbage time.  
 
That changed, dramatically, in this series, and although he struggled with a sprained wrist in Game 6, his first five games established him as the 
team’s point guard of the future.  
 
In doing so, this also opens up new options for the Hawks that we hardly saw all season. Atlanta can play Teague at the point, Kirk Hinrich at 
shooting guard and Joe Johnson at small forward -- a look that puts a top-notch scorer, a defensive ace and a penetrating, ball-pushing point 
guard on the court at once. Or the Hawks can roll with a Teague-Jamal Crawford-Johnson triumvirate (if Crawford returns) on the perimeter that 
even the defensive-minded Bulls struggled to match up against at times.  
 
Of course, all that depends on Teague being more than a five-game flash in the pan and taking his strong series into next season.  
 
“I’m hoping that Jeff will take this series and build from it,” Drew said. “He did some really good things; he surprised a lot of people. He has 
shown that he has the ability to be a starter. It’s going to be up to Jeff, how he comes back next year, does he come back with the mentality of 
being a reserve or the mentality of being a starter? It’s not going to be anything that’s going to be handed to him. He has to show that he wants 
it.”  
 
As for Drew, he struggled to maintain his grip on the team during the second half of the regular season but eventually got his players to turn the 
corner in the postseason. Additionally, some of the bizarre tactical choices that plagued him early in the season gave way to more sound strategy 
as the year went on.  
 
Drew’s bizarre benching of Al Horford with two fouls in the first quarter of Game 2 of the Orlando series seemingly crystallized his struggles 
against the forces of common sense, but for the rest of the playoffs, he consistently put optimal lineups on the floor.  
 
He also deserves credit for reviving Jason Collins' career and putting him in positions to succeed, and for tinkering with a “big” lineup that 
moved Josh Smith and Horford to the two forward spots.  
 
As for Horford, he showed dramatic improvement in his midrange shot but his production tailed off during the second half of the season. Drew 
said Horford will need to improve his footwork to become a more effective low-post scorer. He’s still a bit mechanical on the block, but his 
deadly pick-and-pop game helped him earn third-team All-NBA honors earlier Thursday.  
 
Work remains, however. Atlanta also could use another scorer to defer attention from the iso-heavy attack of guards Johnson and Crawford, 
which the Bulls sent the kitchen sink at after the two combined to shred Chicago’s vaunted defense in the opener.  
 
“After Game 1, they made me and Joe’s life a living hell,” Crawford said.  
 
Crawford’s tenure with the team is up in the air, too. Technically, Atlanta can sign him to an extension until June 30, but it appears he’ll become 
an unrestricted free agent. His departure would leave a void in bench scoring. Atlanta also needs another body in the frontcourt to upgrade the 
Josh Powell-Hilton Armstrong-Etan Thomas flotsam that lingered at the end of the bench and ideally would pick up a floor-spacing forward for 
the second unit.  
 
Atlanta has no first-round pick and limited cap space; the luxury tax, depending on the new collective bargaining agreement, is another potential 
obstacle. Finally, the Hawks likely will shop disappointing forward Marvin Williams, who finished his season with a thud by playing 15 
scoreless minutes.  
 
“Are we satisfied? No,” Drew said. “But I thought we made tremendous strides from what happened to us last year and where we are this year.”  
 
A month ago, that would have been a bare-faced lie. And for that reason alone, the Hawks’ postseason run could have a lasting impact going 
forward. 
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bigmanharris (5/13/2011 at 10:21 AM) Report Violation

The future is not bright with Larry Drew as coach. These ESPN writer read box scores instead of watching games 

because anyone who WATCHED knew that Teague was a player that performed and was jerked around with his 

playing time. Saying that Teague did nothing to warrant more playing time shows how much you watched them 

play. Ask Portland how they feel about Teague. Al Horford does need to improve his game and get quicker in his 

movements. You can't be slow and not overpowering. If we get a real center and play a conventional lineup and 

move Joe to SF we can be straight. Joe ain't a 2 no more. He has put on weight.

1211Jonathan (5/13/2011 at 10:15 AM) Report Violation

too many forwards, j smooth is earning his salary. which more than i can say for j. johnson and m. williams.

jackmoorman1 (5/13/2011 at 10:01 AM) Report Violation

Everyone in Section 113 probably agrees that Josh is a coach-killer, and he already has his $60M deal so he has no 

real incentive to try until his contract year, but when they fire LD who could reach him? At least Woodie got him to 

stop shooting 3s. We knew that LD was going to lose when Josh began thinking like a shooting guard again.

gtsweet (5/13/2011 at 9:51 AM) Report Violation

Good Article. There is promise, but the Bulls showcased how shallow the ATL bench is and how much more 

intensity they need to bring. 

Teague is the PG of the future and will be one of if not THE fastest PG in the NBA, just needs to be consistent. 

Smith is an All-NBA talent who just needs to bring it every day, which is doubtful. Still if you get him motivated 

somehow he is amazing. 

Johnson needs to stop disappearing in the playoffs, not worth MAX contract, but we're stuck with him. 

Crawford I'd like to keep, but he is no PG. Pure shooting guard. 

Horford is great, continues to improve. 

Williams needs to go! Waste of 1st pick. Did he really get picked over Deron Williams and CP3? Imagine this 

hawks team with either of them? 

lbjroy2003 (5/13/2011 at 9:51 AM) Report Violation

With teams these days building their team's around "big 3's", who's the Hawks big 3? Horford, Smith, and Joe 

Johnson? LOL

johnnytaint (5/13/2011 at 9:47 AM) Report Violation

Seriously, did ESPN tell this guy to "go write a positive article on the Hawks, no one will expect it'? This is 

laughable. 

Those of us in Atlanta know better. This team has hit it's ceiling and with the albatross contracts of Joe Johnson and 

Josh Smith we're in 2nd round purgatory for years 

lbjroy2003 (5/13/2011 at 9:45 AM) Report Violation

Amoc21 (5/13/2011 at 8:37 AM) Report Violation as a bulls fan, i'd say that if the hawks can keep crawford, add a 

good 7 footer, and start being more accountable, they can easily win a championship. not too many if's. this is 

certainly a potentially rising team. 

--------- 

Adding a good 7 footer is a HUGE if. 

And Hollinger is completely wrong, the Hawks do NOT have a bright future. They'll never get further than the 

second round with this group of players. They just aren't talented enough. And they have limited trade assets and no 
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cap space, so drastic improvement is not likely. 

rayhl (5/13/2011 at 9:45 AM) Report Violation

Big Al is odd man out. Move Smoove to PF and use Al to access a scoring SF that can shoot.

Amoc21 (5/13/2011 at 9:37 AM) Report Violation

as a bulls fan, i'd say that if the hawks can keep crawford, add a good 7 footer, and start being more accountable, 

they can easily win a championship. not too many if's. this is certainly a potentially rising team.

idfgh (5/13/2011 at 9:36 AM) Report Violation

All these comments are freaking hilarious, Hawks suck they will never get anywhere but playoff fodder

ejbwildcat (5/13/2011 at 9:34 AM) Report Violation

I live in Atlanta and i definitely like the thrashers way more than the hawks. If they sold the hawks i would be happy 

the thrashers almost made the playoffs with one of the lowest payrolls in the NHL. At least are thrashers never quit 

the hawks are quitters and they always will be, unless they break up Jamal and Joe because they don't understand 

how to pass the ball when their not scoring. Jamal shot us out of Game 5 scoring two points over his whole span of 

minutes. Then in Game 6 Jamal showed us that Teague was the only reason we were in this series. If you watched 

closely when Jeff got hurt Joe and Jamal played so poorly Chicago instantly ran the lead up to eighteen points. Jamal 

Crawford scored four points last night why would we want him back. He can't guard anybody either he looks so 

helpless on the defensive end. Jamal Crawford has got to go and let the Thrashers stay. I love the Thrashers and look 

forward to seeing them hoist Lord Stanleys' cup above their heads in Atlanta in a few years. 

Scatman324 (5/13/2011 at 9:23 AM) Report Violation

Thanks for a great run Hawks, see ya next year

JurgenKlinsmann (5/13/2011 at 9:22 AM) Report Violation

This is a homer article. They have 3 "stars" that can't carry a team in Joe Johnson, Josh Smith, and Horford. 2 of 

those 3 game take each game off. They'll be a 4/5 seed another couple of years and then fall into the hell they created 

with Johnson's $120 deal.

jackmoorman1 (5/13/2011 at 9:07 AM) Report Violation

If they play basketball next year, I would suggest going to a game and watching Josh Smith closely. He actually 

TRIES on about 10% of plays. The rest of the time he pouts, snarls, stands around, jacks threes (and worse, long 

twos) makes dumb fouls and dumb turnovers. But the 10% is pretty exciting. He has very bad body language.

laser_jet (5/13/2011 at 8:37 AM) Report Violation

i agree with everybody else the hawks were stoopid for drafting marvin willams with da 2nd overall pick dey could 

have had either chris paul or deron willimas den 2006 they took sheldon williams which was also stoopid dey could 

have had rudy gay or lamrcus aldridge i dont know wat is wrong with j-smoove u dont play shooting guard so stop 

shooting threes 

The1nOnlyG (5/13/2011 at 8:22 AM) Report Violation

Terrible evaluation of the Hawks! They did nothing to impress me during these playoffs. They beat an Orlando team 

that played like it was the preseason, then won 2 games in this series and came out and laid an egg the very next 

game which shows me that they were satisfied with just winning a couple games in a 7 game series. I saw absolutely 

no heart from anyone other than Jeff Teague. Horford was looking like Kurt Thomas most of the time, oh 

nevermind, Kurt Thomas will at least foul somebody hard every now and then. Joe Johnson has got to have the 

record for most seconds holding the ball without doing a damn thing with it and I don't even have any words for Josh 

Smith. Good luck with these 1st round knockouts coming to you for the next 4 yrs., some future!!!

Adam01Said (5/13/2011 at 8:11 AM) Report Violation

I'm less sold on the Hawks than Hollinger. Teague played well for a few games true...but it was 1x1 basketball well. 

He wasn't a good passer...nor did he do much to make the game easier for his team mates. His defense wasn't that 

great either. Hinrich like it or not is still the better defender. Teague was trying to copy Rose's drives...but ignoring 

everything else Rose does. I don't really see Teague as being a starting pg. 

Next up...Crawford has limited burn left. last year he was huge...this year he had moments...in another year???? Josh 

Smith remind me of Tyrus Thomas. REally athletic...capable of dominating in the nba...basketball IQ of a garden 

snail. Absolutely unreliable. Horford is really good. Joe johnson is really good. (overpaid obviously...but that does 

not detract from what he is...a great sg)  

Larry Drew did not impress me. I thought Indiana's coach Vogel did better in the adjustment department against the 

Bulls. 

I see them as making the playoffs year after year...but not much else.  
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Casketje (5/13/2011 at 8:02 AM) Report Violation

Joe Johnson, 5 years, $103 million. They'll be paying him nearly $25 million by the time he's 35. They'll have $42 

million in 3 players (Johnson, Smith & Horford) next year. $57 million if you add Hinrich & Williams. That, my 

friends, sums up the future of your Atlanta Hawks. 

bmitch585 (5/13/2011 at 7:41 AM) Report Violation

hollinger is usually on point, so this article surprises me; i think the hawks have a miserable future. they're too small. 

plus they all play like idiots. i agree with several posters here that they need a management overhaul. also, josh smith 

is garbage, i'm very glad he's not on my squad. every time he does something mildly positive on the court he acts 

like he accomplished some huge feat. 

ethompson2002 (5/13/2011 at 7:25 AM) Report Violation

Did Hollinger watch the same series as the rest of us? Larry Drew is an average coach ... which I guess is kind of 

positive. Teague is a nice player ... always has been, just been suffering under poor coaches choosing poor PGs 

ahead of him. Marvin Williams is a D-League player (at best). Josh Smith's basketball IQ is in the single digits and 

will never be higher. Al Horford is a legit All-Star. Joe Johnson is talented, but not a #1 player ... no interest on the 

defensive end and just doesn't have the killer instinct (yet?). Crawford only cares about dominating the ball. With 

Chicago and Miami dominating the East for the next 3-4 years, Round 2 is as far as ATL will sniff for awhile ... and 

assuming the Knicks pick up a PG or big, they may not make it that far.

TheAntiMe (5/13/2011 at 7:19 AM) Report Violation

The Hawks aren't going anywhere but down the tubes. It doesn't matter how much talent they have if their players 

can't be bothered with giving effort except on those rare occasions when they just happen to feel like it. Almost 

every game they look like they are out there on the court for no other reason than to collect their extremely over-

generous paychecks. Send these poseurs to Canada along with the Thrashers!

jackmoorman1 (5/13/2011 at 7:18 AM) Report Violation

Larry Drew permits Josh to jack threes while his good shooters - Joe and Jamal - never get a backscreen or even a 

rudimentery pick. The offense, esp in the playoffs was four guys standing around and one guy going one on three. 

Last night Josh spent most of his time on O standing with his hands on his hips at the 3 pt line while the rest of the 

Hawks played 4 on 5 against a packed in Bulls D. Hollinger, in a future column, perhaps you could explain Larry 

Drew's "Offense".  

They should big cash to get someone to take Josh.

LuvDOrange (5/13/2011 at 6:12 AM) Report Violation

Drafting Marvin Williams big mistake as he is HOT GARBAGE. Overpaying Joe Johnson even dumber. 

nirvanatgr (5/13/2011 at 5:55 AM) Report Violation

no comment hic hic Contents

no1_broski (5/13/2011 at 5:33 AM) Report Violation

in all honesty i don't think they make the second round next year. the bulls celtics heat knicks and possibly the magic 

will be better

brokenkarma (5/13/2011 at 5:00 AM) Report Violation

I think they had that other scorer, Jordan Crawford. But they didn't give him playing time and then they traded him. 

Can-I-Get-A-Hot-Tub (5/13/2011 at 3:50 AM) Report Violation

Assuming Hawks don't go cheap on us and trade Josh Smith, I think ATL can find a team to trade for Marvin 

Williams. 

- 

I don't think there's a lot of suitors, but off the top of my head, LAC, GSW, maybe HOU are teams in need of a SF. 

If traded to LAC, try to get Chris Kaman. 

- 

Or take a wild swing and offer Lakers Josh Smith and Hinrich for Bynum and take Walton's contract off their hands.

Can-I-Get-A-Hot-Tub (5/13/2011 at 3:42 AM) Report Violation

Did the Hawks get sold to a new owner? Did their front-office all get fired? Did the coaches all get replaced? What 

makes you think that their future has gotten better?  

- 

Because they found their starting PG after 2 years of riding the bench BEHIND MIKE BIBBY?????? And even 

during these playoffs, he wouldn't have even got any real minutes if Hinrich didn't get hurt. 

- 

Call me pessimistic, but Hawks management/coach have an incompetent problem and the team/players have a 

cultural problem. JJ and Horford are supposed to be your leaders, but they're quiet. Josh Smith is volatile. Crawford 

is about to go. You better not expect Jeff Teague to take some kind of leadership role.

shval60 (5/13/2011 at 3:34 AM) Report Violation
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Jamal Crawford would look great playing next to Brandon Roy in Portland's second unit next year...

Shortpigg (5/13/2011 at 3:08 AM) Report Violation

The Hawks gave Joe Johnson the biggest contract of any free agent this past off-season.  

Not only does this limit their cap space, it also shows they don't fully understand the proper values of players. What 

sucks for the Hawks though is that they probably would have lost Johnson if they didn't give him a max contract... 

David Stern might be a ####, but these players are making too much money.  

smcphee101 (5/13/2011 at 2:56 AM) Report Violation

Awesome sportsmanship and class Atlanta Hawks i know the Bulls will be seeing you guys down the road. The 

future is very bright for a lot of these young clubs but the right gameplan trumps all great job Coach T. The Hawks 

were a great challenge for the Bulls especially talent wise but my team passed and look ready to take on Wade and 

Lebron. they may not be exactly the same team the bulls swept in the regular season but the experience will go along 

way to winning this series. GO BULLS!!!! 

ericluk (5/13/2011 at 2:40 AM) Report Violation

atl needs a time machine. and it starts with the 05 draft.

MrMacross (5/13/2011 at 1:26 AM) Report Violation

Atlanta's made a lot of peculiar personnel decisions throughout the past decade. Whether it's picking 3 SF's with 

their first rounders between '04-'05, trading Pau Gasol for Abdur-Rahim in 2001, skipping Chris Paul and Deron 

Williams in '05, drafting Shelden Williams with the 5th overall in '06, not playing Jeff Teague until this playoff 

series, and extending Joe Johnson for the max when they knew their team was only second round caliber, I don't 

know if I should laugh at them or pity them. Maybe if they can get lucky in the draft or convince a real All-NBA 

talent to sign with them (let's face it, Horford was third team mostly because of the lack of good C's in the league), 

they could be a pretty good team.

LucLongleyMVP (5/13/2011 at 1:25 AM) Report Violation

Hawks have no future. THis was the championship for them. That bloated JJ contract will be felt in the offseason.

AnsonFbaby (5/13/2011 at 1:20 AM) Report Violation

Ellen Degeneres

joeh4384 (5/13/2011 at 1:09 AM) Report Violation

They wont be able to unload Joe Johnson's killer deal for at least 3 years.

phillllyo (5/13/2011 at 1:09 AM) Report Violation

said the same exact thing after they played boston tough a few years ago. they suck, and will never win with this 

squad

joeh4384 (5/13/2011 at 1:08 AM) Report Violation

Lol Hawks future is the 2nd round loser for the rest of decade. Maybe one year they will get crushed in the ecf.

sethswan (5/13/2011 at 12:41 AM) Report Violation

Yakyujin- 

Regarding playoff positioning being set and it's effects on point differential. Even if what you say is true, it still 

means that their point differential would have been close, since their playoff seeding wasn't set until there were less 

than 10 games to go in the reg season. It's far more likely that their negative point differential is due to all the 

blowout losses they had. Speaking of which, isn't the only logical reasoning as to why they wouldn't care bout 

positioning that they figured they wouldn't go anywhere in the playoffs? I admire your optimism though...thinking 

D-Howard comes to Atlanta to do anything but visit or play a NBA game is definitely up there. 

GoHeat912 (5/13/2011 at 12:37 AM) Report Violation

as a heat fan all i can say is i would kill to have jeff teague

Yakyujin01 (5/13/2011 at 12:12 AM) Report Violation

 

Hollinger, 

I think a of the regular-season negative point differential you keep pointing out can be attributed to regular-season 

indifference coming from the Hawks players. They have made the post-season for four years in a row now, and the 
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second round for three years in a row. Once the playoff seating was in place, they simply didn't care. (Along the 

same lines, the significance of the Bulls' regular-season success is vastly exaggerated -- the Bulls' cared more about 

seating while the Celtics cared health, for example). 

Regarding the Hawks outlook going forward, Teague, I agree, suddenly became a shinning bright spot. While this is 

only one series and a small, small sample size, excellent play against the league's leading defense counts for 

something. 

Maybe they could start him and Heinrich and unload Joe Johnson's contract along with Marvin Williams...hmmm... 

Dwight Howard returns to his hometown in 2012? 

GoonSquad2000 (5/13/2011 at 12:01 AM) Report Violation

Shop Marvin Williams? To who? Nobody would want that worthless bum. 

ChicagoD247 (5/12/2011 at 11:52 PM) Report Violation

#GOBULLS

tortu63 (5/12/2011 at 11:45 PM) Report Violation

A lot of ifs...42 win season is what ahead when they lose Crawford.
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� Upgrade at the SF Spot? 
(Raptors Republic) 

� Daily Link: Larry Brown Talks Up Nets 
(Nets are Scorching) 

� Round 2 Game 6: Backs Against the Wall 
(3 Shades of Blue) 

ESPN.COM PARTNER: NBA.COM 

 

� Top plays from Thursday night  
� Heat-Celtics series rewind  
� Westbrook's amazing dunk in slo-mo  
� Relive the playoffs' greatest moments  
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� MyESPN  
� NFL  
� MLB  
� NBA  
� NHL  
� NCAA FB  
� NCAA BB  
� NASCAR  
� SOCCER  
� MORE SPORTS  
� RADIO& MORE  
� PAGE 2& COMMENTARY  
� FANTASY& GAMES  
� WATCH  

� NBA Home  
� Scores  
� Schedule  
� Standings  
� Teams

Atlantic 
Boston Celtics 
New Jersey Nets 
New York Knicks 
Philadelphia 76ers 
Toronto Raptors 

Central 
Chicago Bulls 
Cleveland Cavaliers 
Detroit Pistons 
Indiana Pacers 
Milwaukee Bucks 

Southeast 
Atlanta Hawks 
Charlotte Bobcats 
Miami Heat 
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Orlando Magic 
Washington Wizards 

Pacific 
Golden State Warriors 
Los Angeles Clippers 
Los Angeles Lakers 
Phoenix Suns 
Sacramento Kings 

Southwest 
Dallas Mavericks 
Houston Rockets 
Memphis Grizzlies 
New Orleans Hornets 
San Antonio Spurs 

Northwest 
Denver Nuggets 
Minnesota Timberwolves 
Oklahoma City Thunder 
Portland Trail Blazers 
Utah Jazz 

� Playoffs  
� Players  
� Stats  
� Heat Index  
� TrueHoop  
� Dime  
� Draft  
� Rumors  
� Odds  
� Tickets  
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